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The Chinese divide People's Luck into three Types of Luck:

Heaven Luck is given to us at birth. This part of our lives, which constitutes 1/3 of our lives is 

not changeable. Our disposition, who we are, our inherent character, our parents, our country 

or place of birth are given to us from heaven.

Human Luck is what is achieved through hard work, education, perseverance, virtues and 

actions.  Human luck influences a further third of our life. This largely controllable aspect is 

brought to us through our own decisions that we make in life. We can decide what we want to 

study and what we want to learn in life. We can make decisions and we can also leave them. 

Our decisions have an effect on our fate.

Earth Luck - Feng Shui influences the last third of the universal concept. Feng Shui is the 

science, which makes use of energies or use of the power of nature. The place where we live 

and the place of work can have an influence on our well being and the possibilities that we have 

in life. In an environment, in which we awake fresh and recuperated every day, in which we 

work at a high performance level whole day long, where we are healthy and happy, will with 

certainty fulfill our live. The energy "Qi" in our environment can support our intentions, but 

also impede them.

This last third, earth luck, has an influence on our live and it is in our hands to do as we wish. 

With the use of Feng Shui principles, the positive aspects of heaven luck can be evoked and the 

negative aspects can be reduced. 

The Chinese assume a person's complete fortune when the person is physically fit, has a 

family with children and from his point of view is professionally successful. When one or the 

other is not present, then the Chinese speak of an imbalance. It is in the interest of the person 

to reach a balance of the Yin and the Yang, so that life fortune can be fully experienced.
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